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TECHNOLOGY …
and Christian Engagement with it

ur children had all encountered VR (Virtual
Reality) technology before, in the local town
shopping centre, but this promised to be
different.
At short noticed, Julie and I announced to Nick and
Alex, Lucy and Emily, that for my birthday, we were
all going along to the VR Studio in Mt Roskill,
where they would each have an hour for
themselves to enjoy the VR experience, using the
latest creative technology and playing some of the
latest games available.
They were so excited. They
couldn’t wait to get there, and
now having been they can’t wait
to return. Nicholas announced to
me rather emphatically and with
great certainty in the car on the
way home, “I’m going to save up
my pocket money just so that we
can go again”. Alex nodded in
excited agreement!
The reality is that today our
kids are using technology and
being introduced to technologies
that we “oldies” (I don’t mind
giving myself that designation!)
could not have imagined or
dreamt about when we were
their age.
Technology is everywhere and
in everything. We are
beneficiaries of technology in all
its forms, and it impacts on our lives for “better or
for worse”. All of which got me thinking about the
world we Christians live in and the technology we
use. How should we engage with it? What are the
dangers to look out for? And how can technology
benefit the proclamation of the Gospel?
If you’re a technological luddite like myself, you
may be wishing that some of the new technologies
didn’t exist, especially those in the social media/
communications category. Sometimes the changes
we experience are so rapid and overwhelming that
we like to ignore what’s new and reject it out of
hand. The older you get the harder it is to learn!
The other response is to embrace technology
wholeheartedly as an overwhelming force for good,

with the assumption that if it is new it is better, and
that if something can be done, (as a technological
advance), then it should be done.
Of course neither response to technology is
necessarily that helpful. On the one hand, though
we might not be “of the world” we are “in it” (John
17:11,14), and so we shouldn’t bury our heads in
the sand and pretend technology doesn’t exist or
will go away. On the other hand, a degree of
caution is important when embracing technology,
for reasons I’ll explain a little later.
Let’s now though turn to what
God says to help us think a little
more deeply about technology
and how we should engage with
it. In the Genesis account of
creation we learn that God is
the Creator of all things, and
that we are the pinnacle of
God’s creation (Genesis 1-2). As
human beings made in God’s
image we in turn are given the
privilege of being co-creators
with God. This means that we
are able to use our God-given
gifts and abilities to bring our
ingenuity to bear on the
problems and issues we face.
This is a good thing and reflects
that creation mandate that God
gave to Adam and Eve, to “fill
the earth and subdue
it” (Genesis 1:28). Now even though when it comes
to technology we can and do misuse what we
create, (that’s called sin), it is important to
remember that technology in and of itself is neither
bad nor good. It is how we use it that counts.
As Christians there are multiple benefits or
positives from using technology. For example, I
may not have the money to buy all the biblical
commentaries or different bible translations that I
want as a pastor, but with the latest software
available, I can now download all the study
information I need with the most sophisticated
search technology available to find what I’m
looking for.
… continued page 2 ...
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Instead of carrying a devotional book with me
everywhere I go and when I’m on holidays, I now
have instant access on my smartphone to various
apps like Prayer Mate or Pray Now, that allow me
to have my personal devotion or send a struggling
friend some words of encouragement via a text
message or on What’s App or Facebook, or
SnapChat.
This is how young people communicate today,
and if we want to talk with them and hear what
they have to say, in short, engage with them, then
we have to know how they communicate and use it
to our advantage.
But of course technology can also become an
idol, and a very distracting one at that. Tim Challis
in his book “The Next Story” says: “Though the
devices and tools we create are inherently amoral,
at the same time we would be foolish to believe
they are morally neutral. The
things we create to assist us in
overcoming the consequences
of the curse also seek to
dominate us, drawing our
hearts away from God rather
than drawing us toward him in
dependence and faith”.
In this regard Luther says:
“A god [read idol] is whatever a
person looks to for all good
things and runs to for help in
trouble. So to have a god is
just the same as sincerely
trusting and believing in him”.
Young people and adults can
often idolize technology
because it promises so much,
and has the power to do so
much. We can become so
obsessed with technology that
we cannot imagine life without
it. This obsession can sadly
also change the way we think and how we relate to
each other as the family of God and as community.
When it comes to communications technology,
Neil Postman in his book, “Amusing Ourselves to
Death” argues that the “medium is the message”.
He’s really saying that how we communicate
changes what we communicate. To put it simply,
there’s a sound argument to suggest that when it
comes to communications technology, authentic
expressions of the depth of the Christian faith do
not fare well in this environment. Where everything
is visually dominated, slick, fast-paced, exciting
and new, Glenn Paauw asks the question, “How
does a religion based on a substantial amount of
content from a book [a very old book!] survive in
this environment? He answers his own question in
the next sentence: “Increasingly it survives in a
reduced form—less to know, but more to see and
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feel and experience. This shorter, easier faster
Christianity… Paauw argues…”is a diminished
Christianity”.
Technology as I alluded to earlier also redefines
community. Whereas once your community was
defined by your physical geography—namely
where you lived or where you went to church, now
one’s community is defined by the needs and
preferences of the individual. You now “choose
your friends” (or choose to ignore them) on
Facebook. You text or email those you want to, or
have to be in contact with. Not only do you not
have to physically see a person and relate to them
“face to face” as much anymore, you can now
create the communities you choose to create.
Perhaps this is why as a culture we find going to
church such hard work. Increasingly, especially for
our young people, it is a community and culture
that they don’t relate to and so can’t be bothered
with, and partly because they
have their own communities.
This presents the church with
a very modern day challenge.
We have lost a generation of
young people, and are losing
the current generation.
Though the reasons for this
are complex, we need to think
about how we use technology
whether we like it or not,
because our young people do
like it and engage with it
constantly both by themselves
and with other young people.
As a Christian community we
rightly try to “reach people
where they are”, including our
young people, so thinking
th ro u g h h o w w e u s e
technology is vitally important
and necessary for the
Church’s mission. But as
Paauw says, when we engage with technology, we
also need to be careful not to “leave people where
we reach them…”
Ultimately we want those with whom we come
into contact with, especially those who do not know
God, to have and enjoy personal encounters with
real people and most importantly with our real God,
who became incarnate and lived among us. And
this happens within Christian community; within
God’s family the church, as we gather around the
Word and Sacraments in the presence of Christ.
But real Christianity also involves our other
vocations, (“our callings”), and our other
communities that God has called us to live in.
Living the Christian life means we must live out our
lives, work out our relationships, raise our children,
and fulfil our mission in real time “twenty-fourseven”.
… continued page 3 ...
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It means getting to know our neighbours, playing
outside with our children, dropping off food parcels
for our local Christian Foodbank, speaking with
someone over a coffee at church, or going for a
walk with a friend to see how they’re doing. Real
Christianity involves real, living people, not virtual
ones. Real Christianity is about being aware of the
dangers of technology but not fearing technology.
Yes, technologies do constantly vie for our
attention.
They can lead us to distraction or encourage us
to escape the real world. And if we allow it, they
can own us, and drag us away from others. Yet
technology in all its forms can also be used for
good, because God created it all for our good.
Remember what I said before, “It’s how we use it
that counts”.
So then, let’s get used to it, and use it!
Technology in all its forms is here to stay. It has
become an integral part of our everyday human life.
We cannot live without it. Therefore we need to
embrace it to the extent that we can, not in an overthe-top and overly exuberant and thoughtless way,
but with critical thinking that allows us to use it
creatively for its God-given and God-gifted
purposes. After all, technology is supposed to be
our friend. It is not meant to bring us hardship and
anxiety, but rather it is meant to make life easier
and more enjoyable. It is here to serve us. It does
not exist to be our master. So let’s use technology
in the right way. Let’s grapple with how we can use
it more effectively here at Mountainside, in ways
that are creative and engaging, to God’s glory and
for the benefit of those whom we are called to love
and serve.
Pastor Joe

Week Of Prayer for Christian Unity,
held at Mountainside on Tuesday 30th May

Pastor Joe with Chris
Sullivan (a Permanent
Deacon at St Mark’s
Catholic Church,
Pakuranga); and below
the division stones
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Mountainside Women
will be hosting a

SOUP & DESSERT
LUNCH
following the Sunday Worship Service
on

6th August

Please stay and enjoy
a scrumptious bowl of
soup and a delicious
dessert.

Only $5 per person.

SMALL GROUP
The smell of freshly brewed coffee and delicious
delicacies can be smelled at Mountainside
Lutheran Church on a Tuesday evening. This
smell welcomes a handful of people who attend
the bible study held here fortnightly. Starting
with singing and prayer, the evening rolls quickly
into the lesson based on the bible. Every
member has prepared, and presents a particular
reading from the bible. Discussions follow about
the historical texts, the context of the biblical
times and our lives lived today. Many
connections have been made between then and
now. It is surprising how current some of the
issues in the bible are for us today. The evening
is finished with prayer for one another.
This small group is running now for the 3rd year.
Many people come regularly. Some have
attended just a few times. It is a group where
people learn with each other about the bible and
how to be a Christian and grow in our faith.
At the moment we are using the resource “Bible”
Jump through an overview of the books of the
Old and New Testament, a resource from
Grassroots, published by the Lutheran Church in
Australia.
If you are looking for a small group to grow in
your faith and knowledge, and want to walk
alongside other Christians, you are very
welcome to check us out.
Please see the Rumblings calendar for meeting
times.
Blessings,
Marjon Gerson
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From Geneva to Auckland
When Pastor Joe asked me if I could share something on how I
came to know the Lord or offer some thoughts about my settling into
New Zealand, I decided on the latter because it is more meaningful
at this point of time.
This is another big move for us after the one to Geneva six years
ago. However, the stark difference is in church life. In Geneva, we
were playing more of a supportive role but now we are responsible
for the growth of the church. My utmost concern upon arrival was
and still is the demographical landscape of ministry. We hope to
meet people who are keen on our programmes and activities, better
still, who are looking for a church. Thanks be to God! We have
managed to build up a small but growing network of contacts to
work on.
New Zealand is a beautiful place, and though we are yet to
explore its beauty as routine sets in very quickly, we do have some
good suggestions of places to see from friends. When the ministry is
more settled, we might be able to do some day trips.
Settling in has been made easier because the community at Mountainside has been so welcoming
and helpful. It has also provided us with the spiritual support and fellowship we need for our work at
Botany. As a minister’s wife, I was afraid that coming here I would be lonely. However, I found myself not
lonely as I had first feared. I have been well accepted and have become a recipient of many blessings. I
thoroughly enjoy being a part of this community. I am thankful that I can worship with you. Your warmth
has done much to take away some of the wintry cold. While at the “side” of the “mountain”, we will strive
to the “top”.
We appreciate Pastor Joe’s leadership at Mountainside and his support of our work at Botany. I hope
Pastor Joe will continue to shepherd Mountainside for many years to come.
Laura Chang

As Others See Us
The website: www.weboffools.com takes a satirical
look at some of the over-the-top practices, both
historical and contemporary, of some Christian groups.
I first found this site not because of its satire but
because it has a “Mystery Worshipper” feature.
Somewhat like the Mystery Shopper concept a
worshipper attends a service incognito in a church with
which they are unfamiliar and then writes a report
which consists of answers to a standard set of
questions as diverse as:
 A description/history of the church and the
neighbourhood in which it is set
 What were the opening words of the service?
 Did anyone welcome you personally?
 In a nutshell what was the sermon about?
 What happened afterwards when you hung around looking lost?
 etc.
Anne Richards, the National Adviser for Mission Theology for the Church of England recently wrote an
article “Getting a Visitors’-eye View of Church” based on Mystery Worshipper reports. You can read her
article on: http://shipoffools.com/features/2017/visitors_eye_view_church.html
Her conclusion is that the experiences of visitors are “not always pretty”. The reality is that a church
may have habits which visitors find off-putting, irritating or offensive. On the other hand a report may
contain references to effective and positive practices and procedures.
The reports on the website relate predominantly to churches in the UK & Ireland but include some on
churches in the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. At the time of writing there is no report on
Mountainside but that could change at any time. Even so, reading the reports on other churches might
prove to be rather insightful and might just be helpful to know about and learn something from. By the
way, churches on which reports are published do have the opportunity to comment.
Keith Duncan
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REFLECTION for COMMON PRAYER – JOINT ECUMENICAL COMMEMORATIVE WORSHIP
Roman Catholic Cathedral of the Sacred Heart; Pentecost, Sunday 4th June 2017

(This is Bishop Mark Whitfield’s Homily from the Joint Worship Service)

Grace to you and peace from God.
I tried to work out what was going on “out there”
in the entrance area to this Cathedral as we gathered for worship.
Were the Lutherans huddling together, looking
across the way … at different people? It was easy
to pick the Catholics, because you were already in
here … and maybe you were looking out there at
us and saying: they must be the Lutherans … what
a nice looking bunch of people.
To complicate things just a little bit more, this is
an ecumenical service … so whose who? If you
can’t pick a Lutheran or a Catholic … how might
you pick a Presbyterian or an Anglican or someone
from the Churches of Christ … or even a Wesleyan
Methodist?
Through much of our history over the last 500
years it’s been a sort of – just look, but don’t
touch – arrangement.
Father James, who recently presented at our
Reformation Presentation series at St Pauls Lutheran here in Wellington, spoke of what it was like for
him as a young Catholic boy growing up in
Dannevirke … where there was also a Lutheran
Church. There were rules about the Lutheran
Church … his mother had declared: avoid the
church and never go into it.
Look, but don’t touch, was the rule in
Dannevirke and for most of the last 5 centuries,
the rule throughout much of the world.
Perhaps just as something of an important aside
here … and just to show how beautiful God’s
grace is, Father James told us that he and his
cousin did manage one day to sneak through the
fence at the back of the Lutheran Church. They

were caught … but friends, he lived to tell the story … and he told the story inside a Lutheran
Church just a few weeks back.
God’s grace works.
As this service began, we came in from out
there … we came in to here, and things changed.
We came in here and we met [symbolically] at
the font … we met at our baptism.
And Cardinal John and I made sure you that
knew it … as baptismal water sprinkled over you.
What brought us together … what brings us together is the beautiful gift and sacrament of holy
baptism … this beautiful means by which we are
incorporated into Christ … the water and the Word
that grafts us into the vine, who is Christ … the
source of life.
It was here that denominational tags and differences fell away. It was at that beautiful place of
baptism that we were no longer marked by difference but rather we were marked by Christ …
marked with his cross … to be one in him.
Not Catholic. Not Lutheran. Not Wesleyan Methodist or Calvary Chapel or Elim or whatever … but
Christ-ian … people of Christ, grafted to the vine.
We are worshipping together today as are our
sisters and brothers in Christ all around the world
throughout this year … under a title that appropriately describes the journey over 500 years: From
Conflict to Communion.
I find that title both confronting and comforting.
It’s confronting, because it acknowledges the
past … a past where there has been brokenness
and conflict and even animosity … even as both
churches have argued their case for the sake of
the Gospel.
… continued page 6 ...
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And so, we have a situation where …
“… the revelation of the unity that we have in
Christ [through Holy Baptism] clashes with the
fragmented reality of Christ’s body, his church.”
(From the sermon preached by Rev Dr Martin Junge, General
Secretary of the Lutheran World Federation at the Joint Catholic-Lutheran Commemoration of the Reformation, Lund Cathedral Sweden, 31st October 2016)

The question is: how do we become again what
we already are in Christ, through baptism?
Friends, this happens by the grace of God in the
power of the Holy Spirit of Jesus, to whom we pray
on this Pentecost Day: Wairua Tapu kuhu mai;
Come, Holy Spirit, you are welcome here.
And here’s the comforting bit ... it’s the promise that comes with this prayer … the promise that
Jesus himself gave:

‘The Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my
name, will teach you all things and will remind you
of everything I have said to you. Peace I leave with
you; my peace I give you.’ (John 14:26-27a)

As we acknowledge the brokenness of the past,
we also acknowledge that God – full of grace and
love and healing – has not abandoned his Church,
but rather continues to watch over it, love and
bless it.
We rejoice today in the healing of the relationship that has taken place between Catholics and
Lutherans all over the world in recent decades …
this healing that provides impetus and joy for journeying together in the unity that we already have
by being grafted and incorporated into Christ.
Being together like this … worshipping together
… praying together … talking and dialoguing together … witnessing together to the mercy of God
and proclaiming his love to the world … this, my
friends, is the vine-dresser Father’s heart … who is,
as Pope Francis reminded us last year:
“Constantly concerned for our relationship with
Jesus … [watching] over us … his gaze of love
[inspiring] us to purify our past and to work in the
present to bring about the future of unity that he
so greatly desires.”

Christ, the Vine himself, prays that we may be
one (John 17:21).
Unity is the gift of God and the will of Christ for
his Church.
I want to conclude by going back to the beginning … not just the beginning of this service … but
most importantly back to the beginning of our life
and our incorporation into Christ … and I will do
this by sharing some of what Dr Martin Junge from
the Lutheran World Federation said in Lund last
year:
“The liberating grace of baptism is a divine gift
that calls us together and unites us. Baptism is the
prophetic announcement of healing and unity in
the midst of our wounded world, and thus becomes a gift of hope for humanity that longs to
live in peace.
What a profound mystery: the cry of peoples
and individuals living under violence and oppression is consonant with what God continually whispers into our ears through Jesus Christ, the true
vine to which we are united.
Abiding in this vine we will bear the fruits of
peace, justice and reconciliation, mercy and solidarity that the people cry for and that God brings
forth.”
From the sermon preached by Rev Dr Martin Junge, General
Secretary of the Lutheran World Federation at the Joint Catholic-Lutheran Commemoration of the Reformation, Lund Cathedral Sweden, 31st October 2016

A thirsty, hungry, wounded and broken humanity cries for help … it needs the healing Gospel of
Christ that is already ours by the grace of God.
My prayer is that, nurtured by the gentle breath
of the Holy Spirit, we Catholics and Lutherans …
and indeed all of us who are “in Christ” will continue to abide in Christ … and will continue to be
transformed by our encounter with him and with
each other so that we might be living witnesses to
the power of the Gospel … to be people of grace
… and to bear much fruit as we become God’s
grace in the world. Amen.

Address of His Holiness Pope Francis, Common Ecumenical
Prayer, Lutheran Cathedral of Lund, 31st October 2016
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My Time in Corrections

…a snapshot of prison life as seen through the eyes of Malcolm Court,
a member of Mountainside Lutheran Parish, North Shore

W

hy would anyone in their right mind want to
work in a prison, especially in a maximum
security prison? Not this boy.
However, the
Department of Corrections were actively recruiting
and at the age of 51 years I decided to apply. After
16 years or so of self-employment my income stream
was looking decidedly insecure.
At the job interview I was asked to describe a time
when I had difficulty with someone because of a
difference of culture or ethnicity. I truthfully stated
that I never had, but was obviously not believed
because I was asked again. Before I could get too
agitated I was extricated from the situation by one of
the interviewers who obviously wanted me in the job.
I knew then I was entering into unfamiliar territory.
I turned 52 years of age at the training school.
People will know that it is difficult to find
employment at that age but the prison service values
life experience, and so age is less relevant. I learned
that the main job of the prison service is “safe, secure
and humane confinement”.
The first year of active service is divided into three
month periods of duty in different areas of the jail.
Paremoremo, (officially Auckland Regional Prison or
ARP), consists of a large maximum security jail, a
large medium security jail, and three 60 bed units,
one of which is a minimum security workers’ unit and
the other two, sex offenders’ units. I did a turn at a
medium unit, the minimum unit, child sex offenders’
unit and general duties which is a support unit for
the general running of the jail, supporting the unit
officers, supervising education, medical, and visits
etc.
Our main job was to ensure the smooth running of
the jail, maintaining routines, and safety of civilian
and other uniformed staff. The days are structured
with time slots maintained to the minute. If routines
are not maintained the prisoners get agitated and
things can turn bad very quickly. To a great extent
our safety relied upon the good will of the prisoners.
After my first year I was asked to work at B Block
at Maxi. I can only describe the occupants as the
worst the country has to offer, but what a great team
to work with, men and women. I loved working with
them and we all wore the same uniform and looked
after each other. We knew we could rely on one
another. The inmates knew that we would go to any
lengths to protect each other and we maintained
pretty good behaviour and compliance while I was
there.
It is interesting to note that the prisoners,
especially the long term maxi ones who have to
make the place their home for many years, maybe
forever, want as peaceful an existence as possible
and do a lot to police their own landings (12
inmates). This is not official policy, of course, but it
works. They establish their own pecking order on the
landings and once established things run pretty
peacefully.
After a few years in the job, I was asked to go and
work in the special needs area which involves a large
unit of 56 and an at-risk unit of 12 where we house
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prisoners at risk of harm or death from their own
hands, or the hands of others. It was stressed that we
were prison officers first and psych workers second.
However, it is nigh on impossible to know where that
line is. Many of those inmates would have been
housed in mental institutions until years ago the
Government in their wisdom closed them down.
They were housed and looked after in the
community, and after many more victims, including
rapes and deaths, ended up in jail.
Some prison officers, with minimal training in the
psych area, became Special Needs Officers until they
themselves became “special needs”. In my case that
took four years when I had seen enough blood and
threw my toys out of the cot. I had sent out the
warnings but it was a case of “you are too good at
your job and too hard to replace”. When a person is
experiencing very strange behaviour for long enough
to start accepting that behaviour as normal, then
that person is in trouble. I had a long break on
general duties and went into the special needs area
for another stint some years later.
During my time in special needs it became
apparent that there is a wide demarcation line
between prisoners with psychiatric problems and
those with psychological (behavioural) problems. We
worked closely with professionals from both areas
but there were some prisoners who fell into the
aforementioned demarcation line (gap) which each
side would try to push onto the other. Prison officers
were left to clean up the mess. I believe that things
are a lot better now.
I have to say that Special Needs Officers are the
most wonderful group of people I have ever worked
with. I absolutely loved working with them, and when
things were quiet we laughed our way through the
day. At other times we used each other’s shoulders
to cry on.
During one of my rotations through the at-risk
unit I came across an inmate on one of the regular
patrols at 4.30am who was showing no vital signs
after a suicide attempt. He was a regular at that trick
so he got regular attention. After pressing the panic
buttons and an emergency after hours unlock, I did
the “breath of life”, while my mate did the chest
compressions. We brought him around, but he lost
vitals again and we had to do it again and keep him
alive until the ambulance arrived. He hated us for
saving him.
We received a commendation. I will never forget
the compassion and empathy I felt for a person I had
previously disliked. Therein lies the key. To do the
job, one has to, at times, rise above who they are and
why they are in jail, especially the child sex offenders.
Difficult though it is, at times we need to remember
we are all God’s children. Believe me when I say
there are a large number of Christian believers
working in our jails, and a large number of prisoners
and workmates alike, and many of those moments I
have been able to have happy reflection on at the
end of the day. It almost made the job worth doing.
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Introduction
A lot of what we know about God comes to us through religious language (Scripture, hymns,
sermons), it is largely theopoetics (the poetical writing of God). Modern religious poetry is a special
sub-genre of theopoetics. It cannot claim to be authoritative; it is usually an individual’s view on
religious matters, necessarily limited by the temporal and spatial horizon of the poet. It is hardly
more than an invitation to contemplate or celebrate; but it also provides an opportunity to discuss
alternative viewpoints and experiences with others. Thus, modern religious poetry is in the tradition
of the Reformation. It focuses on the individual’s relationship with and understanding of divine
matters while encouraging the formation of communities of various believers (and honest doubters),
calling us into a dialogue of searching and sharing. Work in progress, the poetry published here is
part of a wider body of portrait poems of theologians and artists who have influenced or challenged
my (religious) world view; the errors are mine.
Norman P. Franke

For Johann Sebastian Bach
Winter Genesis: fireside,
apple cores and linden honey
on the floorboards; next to the bed
a copy of the Song of Songs.
In the depths of an open grave,
in the suburbs: water frozen
on a layer of brown coal.
And high above, the unabashed
sky, the conductor and a few musicians
trembling. A mirror fugue emerges
but there is no paper
in the pockets of the thin coat
and no time. Bent down
by a sack of cabbages on the way home;
a short break in the Arabian Coffee Tree,
dreaming in an alcove, the ice
in the wig is melting, dripping into the bun
and into Rameau and Buxtehude.

The delicate Burgundy air embraces
Zeeland’s stormy clouds; hikers
in the Leipzig lowlands. Furious encounters.
The Good Shepherd; a silhouette
of a drunken man with a staff
just before Lüneburg.
Defeated peasants, Luther,
the Quiet in the Land, mystics like Tauler,
the coachmen on the Naschmarkt,
Augustine and King David himself they all sang. Your profound doubts
whether Christ, too, was a singer.
But then you witnessed the morning star
calling celestial bodies
onto the cosmic dance floor; the guardian
on the pinnacles proclaiming
the New Jerusalem: your Chorale Fantasia
for the 27th Sunday after Trinity.

Reformation 500 Posters
Check out the changing display of Reformation posters during 2017 in the foyer at Mountainside.
The posters bring the history of the Reformation to life.
There are 7 Themes—each theme has 4 posters. One poster from each theme will be enlarged, but the
others are displayed also. If the text is a bit small there is a QR code on each poster—instant smartphone
accessibility!
The posters have been produced by the German government and are also available online.
Delving Deeper…the website contains loads more information and graphics, for example 20 objects up close
in 3D to discover and print. http://here-i-stand.com/en/
Also check out the 'Reformation 500' noticeboard at Mountainside—picture displays, event notices and
articles of interest.

Here’s a couple of photos
of Michelle and Fredric
Doss on Hebron College’s
mission trip in Tanzania
with some local children.
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Our popular Recipe Corner is back! And here’s 2
recipes for you to try out for yourselves.
Thanks to Julie Armstrong and Roxanne Bakke.

Chicken Curry with Almonds
by Julie Armstrong
INGREDIENTS:
½ kg of Chicken
2 spoons of Garam masala
1 spoon of Chili Powder
1 big sized Onion
1 and a half spoons of Garlic Paste and Ginger
½ a spoon of Turmeric Powder
10 pieces of Almonds
Start by washing your chicken in turmeric powder and keep aside.
Heat up a non-stick pot on the stove and add 3-4 tablespoons of cooking oil.
Also add your chopped onion. In a separate bowl add your Ginger/Garlic Paste/Garam Masala
and Red Chili Powder. Mix well and add to your fry. Cook till golden brown.
Grind Turmeric Powder and Almonds in a food processor as a paste.
After 5 minutes add your chicken pieces and salt as desired, cook for another 15 minutes.
Lastly add some coriander leaves and a squeeze of lemon on your chicken.
ENJOY YOUR INDIAN DISH!
Roxanne Bakke made these muffins for a recent LCNZ workshop held to give guidance to
treasurers and administrators for filing their Charities returns.
They went down a real treat, and Roxanne shares her recipe below…

Apricot Oatmeal Muffins
INGREDIENTS:
1 egg
¾ cup of milk
½ cup of vegetable oil
¾ cup dried apricots, chopped
1 cup of all-purpose flour
1 cup of quick-cooking oatmeal
1/3 cup of sugar
½ tsp of cinnamon
½ tsp of nutmeg
3 tsp baking powder
¾ tsp salt
Optional: sliced almonds, apricot jam.
Heat oven to 200˚C. Soak apricots in the milk.
Beat egg; stir in milk with apricots and oil.
Mix all dry ingredients in a separate bowl.
Add egg mixture to dry ingredients and stir just to incorporate (batter will be somewhat
lumpy). Do not overbeat. Fill muffin papers about ¾ full. Sprinkle with sliced almonds.
Bake until golden brown and a toothpick comes out clean. About 20 mins (less if oven is fan
forced). Immediately remove from muffin tins.
For more apricot flavour, when filling the muffin papers, fill about 1/3 full and then add 1 tsp
of apricot jam in the middle. Top with enough batter to fill muffin papers to ¾ full. Top with
almonds.
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‘Happy Birthday’ and
Best Wishes to the following people celebrating
birthdays in August:
Arild Hansen (7th)
Vernon Walker (10th)
Albert Valles (14th)
Ingrid Phyn (17th)
Julie Sigamani (25th)
Fay Visini (31st)

Linda Walker (7th)
Floyd Gerson (12th)
Aarthi Pilli (15th)
Saskia Jorna (23rd)
Kevin Kirtlan (27th)

Wedding Anniversary Congratulations to:
Peter and Eva Lever

46 years on the 7th

‘Happy Birthday’ and Best Wishes to the following
people celebrating birthdays in September:
Ben Hopley (5th)
Kyin Wong (5th)
Thomas Lindstrom (7th) Peter Heidrich (7th)
Iska Girard de Soucanton (8th)
Sophie Thomson (10th) Al Visini (11th)
Leanie Trainer (13th)
Marge Rowland (14th)
Sharon Golconda (14th) Francesca Jorna (15th)
Julie Kummerow (23rd) Peter Morris (28th)
Amaana Pilli (30th)

Reformation Stations—Mountainside
A multi-sensory experience
of the Reformation
Sunday, September 17th
12.00—3 pm

PRAYER POINTS
In your prayers this month, please
pray for the following:

We pray ...
 For people in need of hope that their ears are













opened to receive the good news of Jesus
Christ and believe in him.
For the 7 young people preparing for their
First Communion on 20th August—Jovita
Armstrong, Ruth & Christian Gerson, Stella
Hewett, Alex & Nick Kummerow, and Ofa
Ongoongo.
For the churches involved in running the Mt.
Wellington Foodbank that they may continue
to meet the needs of those who are struggling
to feed their families.
For the unity of the church in this year of
commemoration for 500 years of the
Reformation.
For our LCNZ Bishop Mark, Assistant Bishop
Jim Pietsch and all congregations throughout
New Zealand.
That our upcoming general election will be
conducted with honesty and integrity, and that
a government is formed that will serve in the
best interests of the whole nation.
For all who are sick or suffering at this time—
may God give them strength and his healing
comfort.

Deadline for articles for the October/November
2016 issue of ‘Mountainside Rumblings’ is
TUESDAY 26th SEPTEMBER 2017.
Don’t forget that you have 3 options for receiving
this newsletter—a printed copy available in the
foyer of Mountainside Lutheran Church, we can
post you a copy if you let us know your address, or
we can email a copy in PDF format which you can
enjoy in full colour!! Just contact Kathy and she
will organise it for you. And please remember to
let us know if your contact details change so we
can alter our records accordingly.
Thanks very much.
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